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At New Dawn we strongly believe that each
person of our team has unique features and
potential that makes who we are. We love
creating and bringing environments that are
inclusive,
promoting
understanding
and
dialogue about our differences that generates a
sense of belonging within our organization.
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Our staff of professional therapists
are here for you, please feel free to
contact us at (+1) 805-604-5437, we
are ready to give you the best
quality service through Telehealth
or in person.

Telehealth & in
person
appointments
here

Meet our
professionals
Meet our team
here

Our services
EPSDT
- Psychoterapy
-Case Management
here

Our blog
Change your thoughts,
change your life.
here

My experience working with New Dawn has been
very rewarding. I have had the pleasure of
working with a variety of talented leaders and
professionals who have similar desires to serve
children,
youth
and
their
families
with
compassion, dignity and hope.
Engaging in New Dawn’s mission has been a
highlight of my career. I was very excited to
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become a part of a dedicated and motivated team,
desiring to provide much needed counseling
services to the community.

That passion and determination to strive towards excellence in integrative
wellness has been the driving force behind the motivation to work at New
Dawn. Learning new skills, supporting our staff and contributing to our
Leadership Team has been very rewarding.
Leading our human resources department allows me to meet many people and
connect with them and also to discover how they can contribute to our existing
team and also to our community.
My favorite activity is spending quality time with my husband, my adult
children and my one (and only) favorite grandson! Spending time with them
while we discover the great outdoors has been an awesome adventure, traveling
and “glamping” at many national parks, as well as exploring the Sierra Nevada
region.

Our new members are certified and fully
trained to provide clinical services for our
clients in order to give you the best quality
service through Telehealth or in person.
Feel free to visit us, we are proud to
announce that our team is fully vaccined
with a safe and controled environment for
all of our clients care.
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THOUGHTS, CHANGE
YOUR LIFE.

"I have to focus on my mental
health."
Is
the
phrase
we
remember most from the 2020
Olympic games, held this year
after the pandemic when Simone
Biles, an Olympic medalist for
the United States gymnastics
team, decided to abandon her
prominent performance in the
most important competition in
the world in her discipline.
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